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Abstract
Next generation sequencing is revolutionizing clinical
molecular diagnostic testing. Many CLIA laboratories
are adapting this innovative sequencing technology to
develop new clinical tests to answer unmet needs, such
as sequencing large gene panels in a cost efficient
manner. As next generation sequencing replaces
capillary sequencing in the clinical space, the cost per
base becomes cheaper and cheaper, but the data
analysis bottleneck still remains. Present medical
geneticists and technologists need user-friendly
software that will help them manage data, analyze for
and find unknown mutations and report results
produced by the next-gen sequencers. Unfortunately,
the number of software products on the current market
that can perform such a task is extremely limited.
Our objective was to thoroughly evaluate, analyze and
validate the new software, SeqNext, developed by JSI
Medical Systems. We used the Illumina GA IIx to
sequence 12 p53 patient samples with 83 known
alterations that were previously sequenced by an ABI
3730 capillary sequencer. The 83 mutations in the p53
patient samples included: 48 bp, 16 bp, 2bp and 1bp
deletions; a 7bp insertion; indels (ins 5bp del 1 bp) and
single base substitutions. SeqNext correctly detected
100% of the 83 mutations in the p53 samples with one
optimized analysis setting.
Complex mutations such as two overlapping deletions
or insertions are exceptionally difficult to detect by
capillary sequencing. SeqNext detected all sequence
variants in a mixture of three p53 samples, including
two overlapping insertions (7bp and 4bp). In addition,
we evaluated competitive software commercially
available on the market but we were not able to detect
the more complex mutations. We found SeqNext to be
a user-friendly software with the potential to significantly
reduce data analysis time without sacrificing accuracy
in detecting unknown mutations.
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Fig. 3. In a mixture of three p53 samples, SeqNext
was able to detect two large hetorozygous
deletions of 48bp and 16bp at the same sequence
position.
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Fig. 6. Heterozygous T>G mutation
visualized by SeqNext
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Fig.9. Low level mosaic mutations can
be detected by GAIIx sequencing and
SeqNext software.
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Fig 1. Example of a complex hetorozygous
mutation sequenced by CE where a T base
is deleted and CCCAA bases are inserted
Fig. 4. 48bp deletion visualized by aligning
reads to the p53 reference sequence.

Fig. 7 . Heterozygous T>G mutation
visualized by SeqNext by looking at
the actual reads
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Fig.10. Actual reads visualized by
SeqNext for the mosaic C>A change
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Long PCR from exon 2-10 of p53
DNA shearing
Adding adapter and barcodes
Mix samples at about equal ratio
GAIIx sequencing
Sort data by barcode
Mutation analysis with SeqNext software
Compare with capillary sequence data

• SeqNext correctly detected all complex
mutations under one setting.

Fig. 2. A mixture of three p53 samples was
sequenced by GAIIX and SeqNext detected
correctly two heterozygous insertions of 7 bp
and 4 bp, CGGTTTC and CCCA, respectively.

•We found SeqNext to be a user-friendly
software
Fig. 5. 16bp deletion visualized by aligning
reads to the p53 reference sequence.

Fig.8. SeqNext can print a clinically
relevant report

•Using GAIIx sequencing and SeqNext, low
level mosaic mutations that otherwise could
not be detected by Sanger sequencing can
now be detected

